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THE SOURCES OF THE SELF, Charles Taylor challenges the
theories of moral relativism, according to which any moral system –
or “morality” – is a product of historical, geographical, biological,
political, psychological, and other circumstances. He observes that
humans have an inherent orientation towards good, notwithstanding the
fact that some people’s good is not necessarily accepted as such by
others. Because of this orientation, we seek frameworks to provide the
best ontological articulations of that good. In other words, a given
ontological articulation of what we recognize as good is the specific
discourse of our chosen or circumstantial framework. This, in turn,
provides an identity; we begin to define ourselves in terms of the
language of the specific framework. Although our orientation towards
good can be manipulated or misdirected, this does not alter the fact we
are morally oriented. In this context, Conrad’s The Rover can be read as a
moral treatise that presents several ontological articulations, some of
them competing, others remaining at a distance from each other, but all
affecting the novel’s protagonists. The characters in The Rover are
presented as agents making moral decisions amidst or against those
ontological articulations.
That The Rover is a book preoccupied with morality becomes evident
early in the narrative.1 After many years spent at sea, the protagonist,
Peyrol, returns to his native France. The year is 1796. The revolutionary
terror has ceased, and a new legal system has taken shape. As a pirate,
Peyrol is an outlaw in the eyes of both the current and past laws;
however, he arrives at Toulon under a pretence of legality, as the captor
of a British ship. Upon landing, he first encounters the representatives of
the official law: bureaucracy and the influential revolutionaries, the socalled “patriots.” He quickly learns the “revolutionary jargon” and uses it
“on an occasion with secret contempt” (25). This jargon represents an
“ontological articulation” of the beliefs of the “patriots.” While making
the first steps in his transformed homeland, Peyrol compares his lawless
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actions with the deeds committed in the name of revolutionary “law.” A
“man of violent deeds,” he has seen “fights, massacres on land and sea”
(22), but the descriptions of the revolutionary atrocities shock him. For
example, he becomes speechless when asked by Scevola, “Have you ever
carried a woman’s head on a spike?” (22). Peyrol’s lawlessness is thus
compared to the seemingly lawful activities of the patriots. The
representative of the latter is Scevola. Currently excluded from public
affairs, he misses the times of the Terror, during which he experienced
power through chasing and killing others. An important aspect of
Scevola as the novelistic representative of the State and hence the Law, is
his use of depersonalized, bureaucratic language, even when personal
passions or fears trigger his speech. During his first meeting with Peyrol,
Scevola bursts out: “The seamen of the Republic were eaten up with
corruption. … Treachery lurks at the bosom of the representatives of the
people. … There was a time when civic virtue flourished” (27). The
words “corruption,” “representatives of the people,” and “civic virtues”
resemble the lexis of a legal or legislative discourse.
If the official law of Revolutionary France is immoral in that it kills
innocent people and allows criminals like Scevola to flourish, then, by
comparison, the killings Peyrol committed appear to be relatively
“innocent.” Ironically, the principles of the Brothers of the Coast – an
outlaw society to which Peyrol belonged during his sea years – sound
similar to the catchwords of the Revolution: Liberty, Equality, Fraternity.
Peyrol declares: “And we practiced republican principles long before a
republic was thought of; for the Brothers of the Coast were all equal and
elected their own chiefs” (5). Elsewhere, the narrative informs us that
Peyrol “had known liberty, equality and fraternity as understood in the
haunts open or secret of the Brotherhood of the Coast” (131-32).
Among things that make the “lawless ruffians” of the Brotherhood
morally superior to the “ragamuffin patriots” of Revolutionary France is
their forthright lawlessness. They make no pretence that their actions are
legal. When Peyrol “robbed or killed it was not in the name of the sacred
revolutionary principles or for the love of humanity”; consequently, he
finds “the sincere lawlessness of [an] ex-Brother of the Coast refreshing”
(209). Presenting the members of the Brotherhood as characters morally
acceptable reinforces the contrast between the lawless morality of the
Brothers and the lawful immorality of the “patriots.” Peyrol is one of
such morally-acceptable characters. The “mere lawlessness” of his sea
existence does not bother him in the least; nevertheless, he displays many
personal characteristics that Conrad valued. Notwithstanding his
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evasiveness during his conversations with the “patriots,” he speaks
straightforwardly. He is reticent, and although unsentimental, can be
compassionate, especially “towards the four-legged beasts that carry
men’s burdens on the earth” (35). 2 Life has made him ruthless but not
cruel. He is both rational and patient. He possesses a fortune but does
not care about money or use it to acquire personal importance. His selfesteem does not depend upon material possessions. He is free from
vanity and does not succumb to “personal jealousies” (36). He uses his
knowledge of “what is in people’s hearts” to assess the value of those
whom he encounters, before taking into consideration their
circumstantial or chosen “ontological frameworks.” For example, he
addresses Réal as follows: “If I had not seen from the first what was in
your heart I would have contrived to get rid of you” (44). Like Razumov
in Under Western Eyes, Peyrol is an orphan. As a young man, he was
innocent. As a mature person, he observes the rules of survival, while
remaining considerate of the others’ need to survive. Significantly, Peyrol
is a seaman. He even treats the people at Escampobar as his
“shipmates.” The unwritten code of the Brothers of the Coast
constitutes the only ontological framework from which Peyrol draws his
“morality.” As the narrative stresses, the sea is “lawless” (142). Even if it
brings together people who have chosen disparate ontological
articulations,3 all these articulations are ultimately tested against solidarity
and reciprocity of services, the two basic principles of sea life.
Another discourse the novel examines is religion. Its presentation is
carefully set in the historical context of Revolutionary France. Whereas,
during the Ancien Régime, the country’s population was largely Roman
Catholic, the Revolution destroyed the Church’s enormous material and
political power. The clergy were stripped of their privileges, and those
who did not succumb to the state were either massacred or banned.4
Most of the action of Conrad’s novel takes place after the period of
systematic de-Christianization of France, with some clergy returning
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from hiding or exile.5 In the novel, the local abbé is one of such returning
priests. He “did not submit to the Republic” and “lived in his native land
like a hunted wild beast” (148). A political fugitive within the system of
terror, the priest is implicitly heroic. He has two distinct occasions to
demonstrate his adherence to Christian ideals. The first occurs when,
armed with “kitchen knives, sticks, spades,” his parishioners are about to
massacre Scevola (42). Since the sans-culotte is responsible for the
persecution and death of a number of local people, the lawless action of
the peasants is understandable. At the same time, killing other human
beings is unacceptable in terms of the moral code of their own religion
that demands forgiveness and love of one’s enemies. Ironically, trying to
kill the murderer of some of their neighbours, the local Christians equal
their actions with those of Scevola and are driven by the same logic,
which, in the recent past, provided the “patriots” with legal justification
for killing their compatriots.
On hearing the noises made by the mob, the abbé rushes to stand “in
front of his parishioners … with his arms extended” (42), an image of
the cross and of sacrifice. He stops the chase and saves Scevola’s life.
Hence, the priest’s moral sense or his idea of justice is different from his
parishioners’, but he is able to understand their emotions: “They are
simple souls, neglected, fallen back into darkness. It isn’t their fault. They
have natural feelings of humanity which were outraged. I saved him
from their indignation. There are things that must be left to divine
justice” (150). These words are spoken to Scevola’s “wife,” Arlette. Her
visit provides the second opportunity for the priest to examine his
Christian principles. Having lost both her parents as a young girl, Arlette
was taken by Scevola as his wife. The narrative suggests that, during the
Terror, Scevola himself murdered her royalist parents. If there is
anything lawful about Arlette’s marriage, its “legality” is based exclusively
on the law of terror. But Arlette, who is in love with Réal, comes to the
priest for a blessing. Conrad contrasts her fervent pleas with the abbé’s
studied “aloofness”; the priest’s “sacerdotalism lay in him like a cold
passion” (148). His understanding regarding the “natural feelings of
humanity” does not embrace Arlette’s most natural feeling of love and
the fact that she and her beloved have both been the innocent victims of
the Revolution. The priest is supposed to represent Christ formally, in
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the Church’s as an alter Christi; but if by “Christ” we understand the
Christian ideal of a benign god clothed in human form in order to save
sinners, then the abbé is the opposite of such a Christ, for he neither
loves nor forgives Arlette but dreads her. Instead of calling the presumed
“sinners” of the Escampobar farm back to his flock, he vengefully
rejects them: “none of you belong to my flock” (149-50).6 Ironically,
Arlette is more magnanimous than the abbé, and though herself Scevola’s
greatest victim, has empathy for her fear-driven tormenter: “He is a poor
creature” (151).
The same priest who has defended Scevola from the mob and who
understands the primitive “justice” underlying the people’s aggression,
refuses to acknowledge the beauty and transforming power of human
love. His ascetic distance from the world prevents him from recognizing
love as one of the “natural feelings of humanity.” He ignores Arlette’s
testimony that her affection for Réal has brought her back to God:
“Monsieur le Curé, … I felt the need to pray today for the first time in
many years” (156). The abbé is paralleled to another priest in the novel,
the object of the youthful affections of Arlette’s guardian, Catherine.
Because of his vows of celibacy, that priest rejected Catherine’s love.
This parallel associates the abbé’s lack of understanding for Arlette’s love,
with his celibacy, which seems to echo Conrad description of
Christianity as a “religion which, with its impossible standards, has
brought an infinity of anguish to innumerable souls – on this earth” (CL
358).
If Conrad mercilessly mocks the revolutionary jargon as a possible
“ontological articulation” and shows that weak and resentful individuals
like Scevola may adopt such jargon in a sinister way, his sarcasm in The
Rover does not target religious belief as such. Despite his cold asceticism
that makes him unlikable, the priest is not a hypocrite. His faith is
sincere. Catherine’s prayers on behalf of Peyrol or Arlette’s passionate
entreaties before God on behalf of Réal are treated without irony.
Conrad seems to be concerned with the metaphysical rather than
material aspects of religion as a social and political phenomenon.
Generally, in The Rover he does not attack Christianity as a “system” or
“morality” (as Michael Lackey would suggest). Rather, he shows that
man’s gullibility contaminates all human activities, especially axiological
systems. While some of those systems claim their origin in the
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“Absolute,” human cognitive capacity, Conrad seems to suggest, is far
from absolute.
According to Zdzisław Najder, Conrad was a “true agnostic,” and,
hence, “no explicit metaphysical concept can be found in his works”
(1965: 191). Indeed, religion as a topic is always peripheral in Conrad’s
fiction, but keeps showing up. Given the variety of Conrad’s Christians –
to mention only a few examples, from the deeply religious Captain
Whalley in “The End of the Tether,” to the uncompromising father
Corbélan in Nostromo, to the appalling bigot Thérèse in The Arrow of Gold
– it seems that, as a system of values adopted by a given character,
religion can engender both good and evil conduct. A believer can use it
for personal enrichment or to justify an action. Religion can be an aspect
of a person’s identity; someone’s philosophical attempt to make sense
out of life. John Lester, who in Conrad and Religion discusses Conrad’s
Christians, concludes that “the need for some kind of a belief”
reverberates throughout Conrad’s writings. In fact, Conrad’s use of
Christian symbolism in The Rover suggests that he recognized some
values traditionally associated with Christianity.
In order to clarify the terms used in the following section of this
essay, it is useful to evoke several distinctions made by Jacques Derrida
in his essay “Faith and Knowledge.” The most important seems the
distinction between “religion” and “faith.” According to Derrida, “faith
has not always been and will not always be identifiable with religion, nor
… with theology”; “Religion does not follow the movement of faith any
more necessarily than the latter rushes towards faith in God” (32).
Further, within Judæo-Christianity “language and nation form the
historical body of all religious passion” – due to this tradition’s historicity
(4). Consequently, as Derrida observes, when we think “religion,” we
have already thought Latin. In our understanding of the word religio,
some meanings do not surface immediately. Religio can mean, for
example, “Scruple, hesitation, indecision, [and] reticence” (31). Other
important distinctions include that between “the religion of cult” and
“moral religion.” The latter “does not depend essentially upon any
historical revelation”; it is a “reflecting faith,” as opposed to “dogmatic
faith” (10). Derrida evokes Kant’s idea of “pure morality.” He observes,
“in order to conduct oneself in a moral manner, one must act as though
God did not exist” (11). Elaborating on Heidegger’s postulate to reduce
Christian motifs to their “originary [“pre-Roman”] possibility” (15),
Derrida suggests that in our thinking about religion we should consider
“a third place that could have been more than archi-oringinary, the most
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anarchic and anarchivable place possible, not the island nor the Promised
Land, but a certain desert, that which makes possible, opens, hollows or
infinitizes the other” (16). This is connected with another distinction,
between the “messianic” and “messianism.” By the “messianic” Derrida
understands “the opening to the future or to the coming of the other as
the advent of justice, but without horizon of expectation and without
prophetic prefiguration” (17). Such “faith without dogma, which makes
its way through the risk of absolute night, cannot be contained in any
traditional opposition, for example that of reason and mysticism” (18).
While emphasizing the necessity to rethink religion, Derrida stresses the
need to liberate our thinking about religion from all “archaic memory”
and “all supposed origin” (35).
All these distinctions seem relevant to a discussion of Conrad’s use of
Christian motifs in The Rover. The idea of the “desert,” in particular,
implies the experience of the sacred rather than the experience of belief.
This means maintaining oneself “in the presence of the sacrosanct in
various ways without bringing into play an act of belief” (33). Perhaps
Conrad approaches this in A Personal Record, when he says: “I have come
to suspect that the aim of creation cannot be ethical at all … that its
object [can be] purely spectacular: a spectacle for awe, love, adoration, or
hate … [and] That those visions, delicious or poignant [can be] a moral
end in themselves.” In such a view, Conrad argues, there is “room for
every religion except for the inverted creed of impiety, the mask and
cloak of arid despair; for every joy and every sorrow, for every fair
dream, for every charitable hope” (86-87).
Derrida’s distinctions seem helpful because it is difficult to dissociate
the Christian motifs, as Conrad has useed them, from Christianity as a
historical “religion,” a system of “impossible” (according to Conrad)
moral standards, and finally a discourse with its array of images and
symbols. It is impossible to do so in so far as one attempts to accomplish
the task in language. “Christ-less religion” is represented by the abbé
whose religiosity in un-Christ-like in that it neither knows nor recognizes
love. The non-religious Christ figures are Peyrol, the cripple, and, to a
lesser extent, Michel. Peyrol’s final choice to replace Réal in the latter’s
military mission, a decision leading to Peyrol’s death, reminds us of the
Christian idea that “no love is greater than to lay down one’s life for
one’s friends” (John xv.13). The atheist Christopher Hitchens observes,
“the action of a man who volunteers to die for his fellow creatures is
universally regarded as noble” (143). Even if, as Stape suggests, Peyrol’s
love for Arlette is erotic, that love leads Peyrol to agape, the giving of his
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own life for the sake of Arlette’s happiness. According to Stape, Peyrol
substitutes “himself to perform the young man’s mission, and in doing
so, bequeaths to Arlette a younger, vigorous replacement of his aging
self” (319). Only love or madness, however, can motivate one to make
such a sacrifice. Peyrol is motivated neither by madness nor by ideology
but by love. It seems particularly important to emphasize that his
sacrifice, while being distinctly (although not exclusively) Christian, is
stripped from any religious terminology – which makes it “un-Christian”
with regards to the language-rooted tradition as we know it. In other
words, Peyrol’s act is outside of and beyond rhetoric. It is a choice of
utmost freedom, and is thus consistent with his status as an “outlaw”
and parallels him with Christ as an outlaw and rebel, both within and
without Judeo-Christianism. This in turn implies the concept of
Christianity as utmost “lawlessness.”7 Such Christianity is both originary
and performative – and again, “un-Christianity” with regard to the
tradition based in language/history. Like the “lawless ocean,” it is free of
“archaic memory.” It is the immediate experience of the sacred rather
than a system of belief. Such concept of Christianity makes sense
particularly in the context of Conrad’s presentation of the official “law”
as immoral.8 Conrad is deliberately and thoroughly taciturn about this
“lawless” and originary Christianity as an option. Paradoxically, it is an
“ontological articulation” that cannot be articulated.
Another character that can be viewed in the light of such “nonreligious,” non-verbal, and performative Christianity, is the cripple, who
belongs to the special category of Conrad’s outcasts that includes such
characters as Stevie in The Secret Agent, Tekla in Under Western Eyes, and a
number of Conrad’s female protagonists – Lena in Victory, Flora in
Chance, Nina in Almayer’s Folly, and Arlette in The Rover. These characters
share a common feature: having been victimized by immoral and
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scheming individuals, they manage to achieve a level of independence
and/or moral autonomy.
Conrad’s descriptions of the cripple employ strong contrast.
Although physically impaired and “miserable,” he has “more activity,
audacity, and intelligence . . . than the rest of the inhabitants put
together” (93). Peyrol – a messianic and, as J. H. Stape has put it, “solar”
figure in the novel – ennobles the cripple by befriending him and
granting him the status of a Brother of the Coast “in spirit”: “There is
that in you which would make a chum one would like to have alongside
one in a tight place” (88). The cripple’s manliness is repeatedly
contrasted with his physical weakness: “there’s manliness in that twisted
scrap of humanity” (93); “[You have] spoken like a man” (96); “you are a
man” (97). These excerpts echo the Gospel’s famous phrase “Ecce homo”
(or “Behold the man”; John xix.5). The cripple’s outward weakness is
paralleled to Christ’s weakness, whereas his inner strength is paralleled to
Christ’s inner strength. Not accidentally, the cripple returns to
Escampobar on a donkey, while Réal acknowledges his arrival with the
words, “C’est un homme, ça” (285).
Dwight Purdy has discussed Conrad’s use of biblical phrases in detail;
however, the appearance of Christian motifs in The Rover challenges
Purdy’s conclusion that, as Conrad’s writing career progressed, the
novelist was becoming increasingly nihilistic. A number of critics believe
that Conrad anticipated political and social dilemmas that have been
recognized only within the last few decades. As Carola Kaplan suggests,
we read Conrad from within a tradition but also in anticipation of a
future (2005: xvii). Therefore, it seems sensible to reread Conrad against
the changing historical significance of religion, particularly considering
the apparent revival of religious sensitivity in the modern world. Jacques
Derrida observes an “unprecedented resurgence, both global and
planetary, of this ageless thing” (4). Whereas we can agree with Najder
that Conrad was a “true agnostic,” his use of Christian symbolism in The
Rover indicates that he was the kind of agnostic who did not exclude the
possibility of there being, to use Christopher Hitchens’s words, a “duality
in truth.” Perhaps this “double truth” can be found outside of and
beyond the realms of power, be they churches or states. Perhaps it can
be found in a desert.
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